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Abstract
A review on the main results concerning the algebraic and differential properties
of the averaging and coordination operators and the properties of the space-time
averages of macroscopic gravity is given. The algebraic and differential properties of
the covariant space-time averaging procedure by means of using the parallel trans-
portation averaging bivector operator are analyzed. The structure of the pseudo-
Riemannian space-time manifolds of general relativity averaged by means of this
procedure is discussed. A comparison of both procedures is given and the directions
of further development of space-time averaging procedures of the physical classical
fields are outlined.
1 Introduction
Space-time averaging procedures play an important role in modern physics because of,
first of all, their relevance to the derivation of classical macroscopic theories. A well-known
example of such a procedure is the space-time scheme developed for averaging out the
microscopic Lorentz electrodynamics to derive the macroscopic Maxwell electrodynamics
(see, for example, [1]-[4])1. Another important physical argument for considering space-
time averaging procedures is that they are relevant to modelling the process of the physical
space-time measurements. It is the space-time averages of physical fields that are known
[12], [13] to have direct observational status and physical meaning.
1Alternative approaches for deriving macroscopic electrodynamics which apply other averaging pro-
cedures (for example, space averaging and statistical ensemble averaging) are not considered here. For
such approaches and a discussion about their interrelations, physical significance, etc. see [5]-[7], [8]-[10]
and [11].
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The space-time averaging procedure of classical electrodynamics utilizes explicitly the
flat character of the Minkowski space-time manifold and its formulation is essentially based
on the existence of Cartesian coordinates. In this connection, the following questions
are of interest and importance: whether it is possible (a) to encode the properties of
the averaging procedure in a covariant manner suitable for differentiable manifolds not
equipped with a metric and a connection in general, and (b) to formulate the corresponding
covariant averaging procedure for the objects which can live on such manifolds and to
clear up its geometric meaning. Having replied (a) and (b), the next question of primary
importance is (c) how the averaging procedure may be made compatible with a metric
and a connection when the differentiable manifold possesses those structures.
It should be pointed out here that the above problem of generalizing the flat space-
time procedure for curved manifolds goes far beyond being simply an academic problem.
One of its most important areas of applicability is the general theory of relativity where
the space-time is a 4-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold. As is well-known, there
is not yet a satisfactory derivation of the Maxwell equations in general relativity, apart
from the covariantization procedure where the partial derivatives of the special theory of
relativity are replaced by covariant ones (see, for example, [14]). A physically motivated
and mathematically correct derivation of the macroscopic Maxwell equations by averaging
out the general relativistic microscopic Maxwell-Lorentz equations is still lacking and,
furthermore, the very foundations of the microscopic electrodynamics in general relativity
are not well-established yet. Another problem in general relativity where the availability
of a space-time averaging procedure is of primary importance is the so-called averaging
problem (see [11], [15]-[17] for a review and discussion). Its main motivation comes from
cosmology where Einstein’s equations are usually utilized with a hydrodynamic stress-
energy tensor without any satisfactory proof of why the left-hand side of the equations
(the field operator) keeps the same structure while the right-hand side has been changed,
or averaged, from a real discrete matter distribution (stars, galaxies, etc.) to a continuous
one. The task here is to carry out a space-time averaging of Einstein’s equations in order
to understand the structure of the averaged (macroscopic) field equations and apply them
to deal with the cosmological problems which are especially related to the large-scale
structure of our Universe. A solution for this problem is also desirable in order to provide
a rigorous basis for constructing continuous matter models from discrete ones. This kind
of consideration is based in modern cosmology mainly on phenomenological grounds.
The goal of this paper is threefold: (1) to give a review of the main results concerning
the algebraic structure of the averaging and coordination operators and the properties
of the space-time averages of macroscopic gravity [11], [16], [18]-[22], (2) to analyze the
algebraic and differential properties of the covariant averaging procedure using the par-
allel transportation averaging bivector operator and (3) to discuss the structure of the
pseudo-Riemannian space-time manifolds of general relativity averaged by means of this
procedure. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the space-
time averaging scheme used in the classical Maxwell macroscopic electrodynamics. The
space-time averages of macroscopic gravity are defined in Section 3. The next Section
is devoted to the algebra of the averaging operator with a discussion of the algebraic
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properties of the space-time averages. The differential properties of the averages and the
coordination bivector are summarized in Section 5. In Section 6 the existence theorems
for the averaging and coordination operators are given. Section 7 is devoted to the def-
inition and properties of the proper coordinate systems, the coordinates in which the
averaging operators take their simplest form. The space-time covariant averaging proce-
dure by means of using the parallel transportation averaging bivector operator is defined
in Section 8 and its algebraic properties are discussed. The next Section gives a proof
of the uniqueness of these space-time averaging values. The differential properties of the
averages are studied in Section 10. In Section 11 averaging out of the pseudo-Riemannian
space-time manifolds of general relativity is shown to lead to the non-Riemannian ge-
ometry of the averaged space-times. The obtained results are discussed in Conclusions
where a comparison between the space-time averaging scheme of macroscopic gravity and
that based on the parallel transportation averaging bivector operator is made and the
directions of further development are outlined.
2 The Space-time Averages in the Minkowski Space-
time
The space-time averaging procedure applied in the classical Maxwell macroscopic electro-
dynamics is explicitly based on the flat character of the Minkowski space-time E and the
existence of the Cartesian coordinates (t, xa), a = 1, 2, 3. The space-time averages are
defined as [1]-[4], [22].
Definition 1 (The space-time averages in the Minkowski space-time) The aver-
age value of a tensor field pαβ(t, x
a), (t, xa) ∈ E , over a compact space region S and a finite
time interval T at a supporting point (t, xa) ∈ T × S is given by〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) =
1
TVS
∫
T
∫
S
pαβ(t+ t
′, xa + xa′)dt′d3x′. (1)
Here VS is the 3-volume of the region S, which is usually taken as a 3-sphere of radius R
around the point xa at the instant of time t,
VS =
∫
S
d3x′.
Formula (1) defines the average value
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) at a point (t, xa) on the manifold E .
In order to obtain an averaged tensor field
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) defined at every point (t, xa) ∈ E
and define its derivatives, it is necessary to make additional assumptions concerning the
averaging regions S and the intervals T . These assumptions are usually made only tacitly
(see, however, a discussion in [1]), or they are supposed to be trivial, but it is necessary
to write them down here explicitly:
(i) an interval T and a region S must be prescribed at every point (t, xa) ∈ E in order
to define an averaged field
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa),
3
(ii) all the regions S and time intervals T are typical in some defined sense.
They are usually required to be of the same shape and volume, VS = const and
T = const, such as
∂T
∂t
= 0,
∂T
∂xi
= 0,
∂VS
∂t
= 0,
∂VS
∂xi
= 0, (2)
at every point (t, xa) ∈ E and related to each other by shifting along the Cartesian
coordinate lines.
These properties are very easily arranged by the Lie-dragging of an interval T and
a region S, chosen around a point (t, xa) ∈ E , along the congruences of the Cartesian
coordinate lines2 to obtain a “covering” of the manifold (or its connected part) with a
time interval of the same length and a region of the same shape and volume around each
point of E. Consequences of the properties (i) and (ii) are, first of all, the uniqueness of
the definition of the average field
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa), and, secondly, the commutation formulae
between the averaging and the partial derivatives,
∂
∂t
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) =
〈
∂
∂t
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa),
∂
∂xa
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) =
〈
∂
∂xa
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa). (3)
The essence of this approach lies in the exploitation of the calculational advantages of
the Cartesian coordinates on a flat manifold. The Cartesian coordinates play a central
role both in defining the averages (1) and in obtaining properties, such as (3), which will
allow the averaging out of the partial (ordinary) differential equations under interest. It
should be stressed that by requiring (i) and (ii) the averages
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) become local
functions of (t, xa), i.e. (
∂
∂xa
∂
∂t
− ∂
∂t
∂
∂xa
)〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) = 0, (4)
and, therefore, they are provided with proper analytical properties. Furthermore, the
functional dependence of the average (1) on the averaging region and interval, S and T ,
becomes simply a parametric dependence on the value of the volume VS and the length
T . One can, therefore, apply the standard differential and integral calculus to deal with
the averages and averaged equations and apply the methods of mathematical physics to
solve differential and integral equations for the averages. The set of averaged components〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) given by (1) in Cartesian coordinates are the components of a Lorentz tensor
within the class of coordinate transformations x˜α = Λαβx
β + aβ with a constant shift aβ
and a constant Lorentz transformation matrix Λαβ . Now, if it is necessary to consider an
average field in another coordinate system, the components of
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) in that new
system are found by applying the standard tensorial transformation law.
2A definition of Lie-dragging, or dragging, of a region of a manifold along a vector field (congruence),
or in other words, mapping of a region into another along a vector field (congruence) can be found in
any standard textbook on differential geometry (see, for example, [23], [24]). Throughout the paper
Lie-draggings of regions are supposed to be C∞-diffeomorphisms.
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There is still another property of the averages
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) widely used in the Maxwell
macroscopic electrodynamics (but again, often only tacitly assumed), namely, the idem-
potency of the space-time averages〈〈
pαβ
〉
E
〉
E
(t, xa) =
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa). (5)
In order to prove this property we must calculate the average value
〈〈
pαβ
〉
E
〉
E
(t, xa) of
the average
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa)〈〈
pαβ
〉
E
〉
E
(t, xa) =
1
TVS
∫
T
∫
S
(
1
T ′VS′
∫
T ′
∫
S′
pαβ(t+ t
′ + t′′, xa + x′a + x′′a)dt′′d3x′′
)
dt′d3x′. (6)
Now, the expression (6) leads to (5) under either of two additional assumptions: (iii ′)
the averaging region T ′ × S ′ is the same region T × S with the supporting point at
(t′, x′a) ∈ T × S and the average value 〈pαβ〉E (t, xa) does not depend on the choice of a
supporting point within a chosen region; (iii ′′) the averaging region T ′ × S ′ is a different
neighboring region and the average value
〈
pαβ
〉
E
(t, xa) remains the same if evaluated over
any neighboring regions containing a neighborhood of x. Although they seem different the
above assumptions are nevertheless essentially equivalent. Indeed, (iii ′) puts emphasis
on the independence of the average value with respect to the choice of a supporting point
from a set of all possible points in a fixed averaging region, while (iii ′′) puts emphasis on
the independence of the average value with respect to the choice of an averaging region
from a set of all possible regions defined by a neighborhood of a fixed supporting point.
Remembering (ii) that the averaging regions are typical, change of the supporting point
can be considered as change of the averaging region, and vice versa. Both assumptions
thereby encode the same fundamental property of the averages which is inherently related
to the philosophy of averaging itself - an averaging region is considered as a point from the
macroscopic point of view, and the change of either a supporting point or an averaging
region does not affect the corresponding average value. The reason for this is that the
differences caused by the above variations are negligibly small from a macroscopic point
of view.
It should be noted here that in classical hydrodynamics, as well as in the macroscopic
electrodynamics, a definition of an average (either over space, time, ensemble, or a com-
bination of such) and its properties are vital elements of the theory itself for it is clearly
understood that the form of the equations depends on the definition and properties of the
average. The definition (1) under conditions (i) and (ii) with the properties (3), (4) and
(5), which are part of the Reynolds conditions in hydrodynamics, is known to result in
the Reynolds equations of hydrodynamics describing the dynamics of turbulence. If one
of the Reynolds conditions is absent one must get different equations. For a discussion
on averages and their properties in hydrodynamics, see, for example, [25] and references
therein.
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Thus, the well-known procedure of space-time averaging in classical electrodynamics
presupposes the above specific conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) to ensure reasonable analytical
and tensorial properties of the averages (1). Clearly, the whole procedure relies crucially
on the existence and properties of the exceptional coordinate system in a flat space-
time, namely, Cartesian coordinates. These conditions, which seem more or less trivial at
first sight, require further analysis to make clear their geometrical meaning and invariant
content. This will allow a reasonable formulation of a space-time averaging procedure on
general (not necessarily flat) manifolds.
3 The Definition of Space-time Averages in Macro-
scopic Gravity
Let us remind the definition of the space-time averages adopted in macroscopic gravity
[16], [18], [22] . This procedure is a generalization of the space-time averaging procedure
adopted in electrodynamics (see Section 2) and it is also based on the concept of Lie-
dragging of averaging regions, which makes it valid for any differentiable manifold.
Definition 2 (The space-time averages in macroscopic gravity) Chosen a com-
pact region Σ ⊂M in an n -dimensional differentiable metric manifold (M, gαβ) with a
volume n-form, and a supporting point x ∈ Σ to which the average value will be prescribed,
the space-time average value of an object (tensor, geometric object, etc.) pαβ(x), x ∈M ,
over a region Σ at the supporting point x ∈ Σ is defined as
〈p〉αβ (x) =
1
VΣ
∫
Σ
pαβ(x, x
′)
√
−g′dnx′ ≡ 〈pαβ〉(x), (7)
where VΣ is the volume of the region Σ,
VΣ =
∫
Σ
√−gdnx. (8)
Here the integration is carried out over all points x′ ∈ Σ , g′ = det [gαβ(x′)]3 and the
bold face object pαβ(x, x
′) in the integrand of (7) is a bilocal extension of the object pαβ(x)
defined as
pαβ(x, x
′) = Aαµ′(x, x′)pµ
′
ν′ (x
′)Aν′β (x′, x), (9)
by means of bilocal averaging operators Aαβ′(x, x′) and Aα
′
β (x
′, x). The averaging scheme
is covariant and linear,
〈p+ q〉αβ (x) = 〈p〉αβ + 〈q〉αβ (x) or 〈apαβ + bqαβ〉(x) = a〈pαβ〉(x) + b〈qαβ〉(x), (10)
where a, b ∈ R, by construction and the averaged object 〈p〉αβ (x) keeps the same tensorial
character as pαβ .
3Since the primary interest is in space-time manifolds, it is assumed that this determinant is negative,
otherwise the negative sign in
√−g must be dropped.
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Let us suppose that the bilocal functions Aαβ′(x, x′) and Aα
′
β (x
′, x) are defined locally
on an open subset U ⊂ M, x, x′ ∈ U . In the following sections their algebraic and
differential properties are formulated and analyzed to show that averaging operators with
such properties do exist and also to find out the corresponding properties of the averages
(7).
4 The Algebra of the Bilocal Averaging Operator
The following algebraic properties, which are a formalization of the properties of the space-
time averages in the Maxwell macroscopic electrodynamics by applying the language of
bilocal operators, are required to hold [11], [16], [18], [22].
Property 1 (The coincidence limit) The coincidence limit of Aαβ′ is
lim
x′→x
Aαβ′(x, x′) = δαβ . (11)
Property 2 (The idempotency) The operator Aαβ′ is idempotent
Aαβ′(x, x′)Aβ
′
γ′′(x
′, x′′) = Aαγ′′(x, x′′). (12)
These two properties imply thatAα′β (x′, x) is the inverse operator ofAαβ′(x, x′), Aαβ′Aβ
′
γ =
δαγ and Aαβ′Aγ
′
α = δ
γ′
β′ , and that the average tensor
〈
pαβ
〉
(x) takes the same value as the
original tensor pαβ(x),
〈
pαβ
〉
(x) = pαβ(x), when the space-time averaging region Σ is chosen
infinitesimally small, or it tends to zero. This implies an additional algebraic property
of the averages (7), namely, that the space-time averaging procedure commutes with the
operation of the index contraction
〈p〉αα (x) = 〈pαα〉(x). (13)
The idempotency (12) of the averaging operator Aαβ′ is designed to provide the idem-
potency of the averages (7) in macroscopic gravity
〈〈p〉〉αβ (x) = 〈p〉αβ (x), or
〈〈pαβ〉〉 (x) = 〈pαβ〉(x). (14)
Indeed, let us consider for simplicity a vector vα(x) and calculate the twice averaged value
〈〈vα〉〉 (x) around the same point x ∈ U by using the definition (7)
〈〈vα〉〉 (x) = 1
VΣx
∫
Σx
(
1
VΣx′
∫
Σx′
Aαβ′(x, x′)Aβ
′
γ′′(x
′, x′′)vγ
′′
(x′′)
√
−g′′dnx′′
)√
−g′dnx′
(15)
where Σx′ is an averaging region around the point x
′ ∈ U . By applying the idempotency
condition (12) the expression (15) takes the form
〈〈vα〉〉 (x) = 1
VΣx
∫
Σx
(
1
VΣx′
∫
Σx′
Aαγ′′(x, x′′)vγ
′′
(x′′)
√
−g′′dnx′′
)√
−g′dnx′. (16)
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Now, if the term in parentheses were independent of x′, we could take it outside the
integral with respect to the variable x′ to get the resulting property (14). This term in
(16), however, depends explicitly on x′ in the integration space-time region Σx′ . Similarly
as in the Maxwell macroscopic electrodynamics, the idempotency (14) of the averages (7)
follows under either of two additional assumptions [22], [26]: (iii ′) the averaging region
Σx′ is the same region Σx with the supporting point at x
′ ∈ Σx and the average value
〈p〉αβ (x) does not depend on the choice of a supporting point within a chosen region; (iii ′′)
the averaging region Σx′ is a different neighboring region and the average value 〈p〉αβ (x)
remains the same if evaluated over any neighboring region containing a neighborhood of
x. As it was emphasized in Section 2 this is a fundamental property of any physically
reasonable classical averaging procedure and such a stability of averages comes from the
basic principles of averaging. Indeed, a microscopic field to be averaged is supposed to
have two essentially different variation scales 4, λ and L, such as λ << L and an averaging
region must be taken of an intermediate size d between the two scales,
λ << d << L, (17)
so that the averaging effectively smooths out all the variations of the microscopic field
of the scale λ. It is implicitly assumed in every averaging scheme (for example, in the
averaging schemes applied in classical physics in Minkowski space-time, such as in hy-
drodynamics and electrodynamics - see Section 2) that the result of the averaging is
insensitive to the choice of the supporting point within a fixed averaging region and it
is independent of the choice of integration (averaging) region itself provided the scale d
satisfies the condition (17). This means that the microscopic averaging region is consid-
ered as a single “point” for the macroscopic averaged field. Such regions have been called
“physically infinitesimally small” by Lorentz [27].
The trouble is, however, to perform a mathematically rigorous proof of this fact. A
satisfactory formal analysis of the idempotency property (14) of the space-time, time
and space averages is still lacking, though it is extensively used for the derivation of the
averaged equations in classical physics and its analysis5 (see, for example, [25], [28], [29] in
fluid mechanics and [1], [4], [5], [27] in the classical macroscopic electrodynamics). It has
been shown, however, that there are certain classes of volume averaging procedures which
satisfy the so-called Reynolds conditions (3), (10) and (14), but these procedures and
corresponding averaging kernels do not have a clear physical interpretation and they did
not find direct applications in fluid mechanics (see [6], [7] for a discussion and references).
4The case of two scales is discussed here for the sake of simplicity. Of course, very often there is a
hierarchy of scales, in which case the arguments are applied for each couple of scales satisfying (17) to
be micro- and macroscopic ones, respectively.
5It should be pointed out here that within the ensemble average procedure the idempotency follows
without problem. However, such averages have their own problems. In particular, the whole body of
problems related with idempotency is replaced by the necessity to prove the ergodicity hypothesis which
states that ensemble and time (or space) averages are equivalent. Both ensemble and volume averagings
have their own advantages and areas of applicability in describing physical phenomena. It is important
to realize in this connection that in all macroscopic settings a volume averaging (over space, time, or
space-time) is an unavoidable element [5]-[10].
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As the consequences of requiring (11) and (12) in the structure of the bilocal operator
is determined by the following theorem [22].
Theorem 1 (The factorization of the averaging operator) The bilocal operator
Aα′β (x′, x) satisfying the Properties (11) and (12) is idempotent if and only if it is factor-
ized,
Aα′β (x′, x) = F α
′
i (x
′)F−1iβ (x), (18)
where F βi (x) is a set of n linear independent vector fields and F
−1i
β (x) is the associated
dual 1-form basis, i = 1, ..., n, and summation over i is carried out.
5 The Differential Properties of the Bilocal Opera-
tors
In this section the differential properties of the bilocal operators are summarized. This
overview is essential for understanding further results concerning the space-time averaging
scheme.
In order to obtain the averaged fields of the geometric objects on M one needs to
assign an averaging region Σx to each point x of U ⊂M, where the averaging integral (7)
is to be evaluated. Furthermore, to calculate directional, partial and covariant derivatives
of the averaged fields a law of correspondence between neighboring averaging regions must
be defined [16], [18], [22], [30]. A natural way to define such a correspondence is to relate
averaging regions by Lie-dragging, or mapping of a region into another along a vector
field, see Section 2, by means of another bilocal operatorWα′β (x′, x) which is also assumed
to satisfy the coincidence limit property (11).
To derive the commutation formulae between the averaging and the derivation, one
should define first the directional derivative of an average field 〈p〉αβ (x) along a vector field
~ξ = d/dλ,
d
dλ
〈p〉αβ (x) = lim
∆λ→0
1
∆λ
[
〈p〉αβ (x+∆x)− 〈p〉αβ (x)
]
, (19)
where ∆xα = ξα(x)∆λ. Let us define now the shift field for every point x′ ∈ Σx as [16],
[18], [22], [30],
Sα
′
(x′, x) =Wα′β (x′, x)ξβ(x). (20)
Now, the averaging region Σx+∆x associated with the point x + ∆x is obtained by Lie-
dragging the averaging region Σx a parametric length ∆λ (the same for all x
′ ∈ Σx) along
the integral lines of the field Sα
′
by means of a bilocal operator Wα′β (x′, x).
The coordination bivector Wα′β allows the construction of the shift vector Sα
′
for any
averaging region and any vector ξα, the shift vector at the supporting point x for that
region, x ∈ Σx. By choosing n such linearly independent vector fields ξαi and shifting
averaging regions along them one can build a covering of the manifold with one averaging
region associated to every x ∈ U ⊂M. This procedure is a formalization of the condition
(i) of Section 2.
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As a consequence of the definitions (7), (19) and (20) one can obtain the following
formula for the commutation of partial differentiation and averaging [16], [18], [22]:
〈p〉αβ,λ = 〈Aαµ′pµ
′
ν′,ǫ′Aν
′
βWǫ
′
λ 〉+ 〈pαβWǫ
′
λ:ǫ′〉 − 〈p〉αβ 〈Wǫ
′
λ:ǫ′〉 − 〈Sασλpσβ〉+ 〈pασSσβλ〉. (21)
Here, Sασλ are the so-called structural functions,
Sαβγ = Aαǫ′(Aǫ
′
β,γ +Aǫ
′
β,σ′Wσ
′
γ ), (22)
and Wǫ′λ:ǫ′ is the divergence of the coordination bivector, Wǫ
′
λ:ǫ′ = Wǫ
′
λ,ǫ′ + (ln
√−g),ǫ′Wǫ′λ .
In an affine connection space with connection coefficients Γαβγ (a Riemannian space is
considered in [30]) the same formula (21 ) remains valid for the covariant derivatives,
where the partial differentiation is replaced by the covariant one and the divergence Wǫ′λ:ǫ′
is replaced by Wǫ′λ;ǫ′ = Wǫ
′
λ,ǫ′ + Γǫ′Wǫ
′
λ (with Γǫ′ = Γ
α′
ǫ′α′). The commutation formula
(21) has a very transparent meaning: the first term in the right-hand side is the average
value of the derivative of pαβ weighted byWα
′
β , the last two terms are due to the nontrivial
averaging operatorAα′β , while the second and third terms describe the effect of a nontrivial
averaging measure in (7) and the variation in the value of the volume for different regions,
respectively. Indeed, the change in the volume VΣ of an (averaging) region Σ ⊂ M Lie-
dragged along a vector field ξ is given by, see, for example, [23], [31],
d
dλ
VΣ =
∫
Σ
div ξdΩ, (23)
which can be written in terms of partial derivatives after using (20 ) as
VΣ,β = 〈Wα′β:α′〉VΣ . (24)
The expression (21) is the most general version of formulae (3) for arbitrary averaging
and coordination operators.
A fundamental problem one has to face now is whether it is possible or not to define a
unique covering of the manifoldM, like in Minkowski space-time (see Section 2). In other
words, given a microscopic tensor field pαβ(x), the goal is to determine a uniquely defined
averaged tensor field 〈p〉αβ (x) with reasonable analytical properties in its dependence on
the supporting point. Furthermore, we must deal with the problem that the averages
(7) depend functionally on the averaging regions 〈p〉αβ (x) = 〈p〉αβ (x)[Σ] and applying the
commutation formula (21) to find averaged equations would, in general, bring volume
dependent terms into them, which is undesirable. In the case of Minkowski space-time
the uniqueness of the averaged field with the proper analytical behavior (4) and the
parametric dependence on the averaging region volume are ensured by the condition (ii)
(see Section 2) which sets the averaging regions to be typical, of the same shape and
volume, VS = const and T = const, and shifted along the Cartesian coordinate lines. To
arrange similar properties for the generalized averages (7) one must look for some specific
conditions on the coordination operator Wα′β . The following remarkable theorem holds
[16], [18], [22] (its version for Riemannian manifolds has been given in [30]).
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Theorem 2 (The locality of the space-time average fields) In the averaging region
coordination by the bivector Wα′β on an arbitrary differentiable manifold, it is necessary
and sufficient to require
Wα′[β,γ] +Wα
′
[β,δ′Aδ
′
γ] = 0, (25)
for the average tensor field 〈p〉αβ (x) to be a single valued local function of the supporting
point x on U ⊂M,
〈p〉αβ,[µν] = 0. (26)
Geometrically, (25) means that, given an averaging region Σ, the region Σ˜ obtained
by transporting Σ along an infinitesimal parallelogram constructed from two commuting
vector fields ξ and ζ according to the law (20) coincides with the original region, Σ˜ = Σ.
This is a highly non-trivial property which allows to construct a covering of the manifold
with an averaging region attached to every point in the manifold, thus generalizing the
corresponding part of the condition (ii) in Section 2. In the formalism of bilocal exterior
calculus the condition (25) reads that the operator Wα′β is biholonomic, which means
that the bilocal coordinate 1-form basis Wα′ = Wα′β dxβ has vanishing biholonomicity
coefficients in the bilocal Maurer-Cartan equations [18].
It should be noted here that formula (26) is analogous to formula (4) in both form
and meaning.
Another condition on the coordination bivector Wα′β is the requirement that the Lie-
dragging of a region is a volume-preserving diffeomorphism [16], [18] ([30] for Riemannian
manifolds)
Wα′β:α′ = 0, (27)
which means that the averaging regions do not change the value of the volume when
shifted (coordinated) along a chosen vector field ξ according to (20). This generalizes the
corresponding part of the condition (ii) in Section 2.
Thus, the condition (25) states that the average tensor field is a single valued local
function of the supporting point x (26 ). Adding the condition (27), the average tensor
field does not depend explicitly on the value of the region volume V = VΣ, and V itself is
a free parameter of the theory. Given a microscopic tensor field pαβ(x) onM, the average
tensor field 〈p〉αβ (x) is therefore uniquely defined on U ⊂ M and can be handled within
the framework of standard differential and integral calculus. Requiring additionally that
the two bivectors Aα′β and Wα′β coincide,
Aα′β =Wα
′
β , (28)
the first term in the commutation formula (21) becomes exactly the average derivative.
Using all conditions (25), (27) and (28), the commutation formula acquires a remarkable
simply form [16], [18], [22],
〈p〉αβ,γ = 〈pαβ,γ + pαβ,α′Wα
′
γ 〉. (29)
The corresponding analogues of this expression for covariant differentiation are obtained
by replacing partial derivatives by covariant ones. To obtain the expression for directional
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derivatives we must contract this expression with a vector ξγ and insert the vector field
Sα
′
from (20) in the second term of the right-hand side of (29). Formula (29) generalizes
formulae (3) and it can be easily shown [18] to become exactly (3) if Wα′β = δαβ and the
volume n-form ε is standard, that is (ln
√−g),ǫ′ = 0 and ε = dx1 ∧ ... ∧ dxn [23], [24]. In
Section VIII one can find more details on this particular case, see formulae (38) and (43).
6 The Existence Theorems
The differential conditions (25) and (27) together with the algebraic conditions (11), (12)
and (28) are to be considered as a set of partial differential and algebraic equations for the
unknown functionsWα′β . Provided a solution for the system is found, the existence of such
operators Aα′β andWα
′
β (and therefore of the averages with the above described properties)
is proved. Theorem (18) has revealed the structure of the operator Wα′β obeying the
algebraic properties (11), (12). The following theorem [22] gives the general solution of
(25) (in [16], [18] and [30] for Riemannian manifolds, the same theorem has proved a
solution of (25) with (28) sought in a factorized form (18), and now, with Theorem (18)
taken into account, it gives the general solution).
Theorem 3 (The existence of space-time averaging operators) In an arbitrary n-
dimensional differentiable manifold the general solution of the equations
Wα′[β,γ] +Wα
′
[β,δ′Wδ
′
γ] = 0, (30)
for the idempotent bilocal operator Wα′β (x′, x) is given by
Wα′β (x′, x) = fα
′
i (x
′)f−1iβ (x) (31)
where fαi (x)∂α = fi is any vector basis satisfying the commutation relations,
[fi, fj ] = C
k
ijfk, (32)
with constant structure functions (anholonomicity coefficients) Ckij ,
Ckij = const. (33)
The next theorem proves the existence of solutions for the equation (27) within the
class of bivectors satisfying (31) [22], [26] (its version for a particular subclass of (31), see
Section 7, has been given in [16], [18] and [30] for the case of Riemannian manifolds).
Theorem 4 (The existence of volume-preserving bivectors) In an arbitrary n-di-
mensional differentiable metric manifold (M, gαβ) with a volume n-form there always exist
locally volume-preserving bivectors Wα′β (x′, x) of the form (31) with (33) satisfying (27).
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It should be stressed here that the conditions Cijk = const due to Theorem (30) are
essential for the proof of the last Theorem and they guarantee the local existence of
n linear independent divergence free vectors, the result holding for both orientable and
nonorientable manifolds (by using the so-called odd volume n-form [32], [33])6.
Another important point is that n vector fields fαi satisfying (32) and (33) define a
finite dimensional Lie group on the averaged manifolds which is directly related with the
symmetries of such manifolds.
These two theorems prove the existence of solutions for the set of equations (11), (12),
(25), (27), and (28), and therefore prove the existence of the bilocal operator Wα′β (x′, x)
with the corresponding algebraic and differential properties (26) and ( 29) for the averages
(7).
Now a particular subclass of the operators (31) with (33) will be considered to analyze
some additional properties and to reveal the functional structure of the subclass.
7 The Proper Systems of Coordinates
As it has been emphasized in the Introduction and Section 2, the space-time averaging
procedure adopted in electrodynamics is essentially formulated in Cartesian coordinates
and all its properties are shown by exploiting the exceptional character of this coordinates
(see Section II for details). The covariant formalism developed for the averages (7) in
macroscopic gravity, see Sections 3-6, generalizes the averaging scheme of macroscopic
electrodynamics for arbitrary n-dimensional differentiable manifolds and while keeping
covariant properties which are analogous to those in electrodynamics.
Let us now consider the macroscopic gravity averaging scheme for a particular subclass
of operators (31) with (33). This particular subclass admits a special coordinate system
in which the averages and their properties have especially simple form and meaning. Such
a coordinate system is an analogue for macroscopic gravity of the Cartesian coordinates
in Minkowski space-time.
Let us hereby restrict the class of solutions of the equations (30) to the subclass
satisfying
[fi, fj ] = 0, (34)
that is Ckij ≡ 0. In this case the vector fields fαi constitute a coordinate system and there
always exist n functionally independent scalar functions φi(x) such that the vector and
corresponding dual 1-form bases are of the form
fαi (x(φ
k)) =
∂xα
∂φi
, f−1iβ (φ(x
µ)) =
∂φi
∂xα
. (35)
6n linear independent divergence free vector fields on an n-dimensional differentiable manifold with a
volume n-form with structure functions (32) can be shown to exist locally iff Cilk,i = 0. This condition
is fulfilled also globally on parallelizable manifolds (both orientable and non-orientable) [34]. This shows
that Theorem of the existence of volume-preserving bivectors is valid globally for such manifolds (a
manifold is called parallelizable if its tangent bundle is trivial).
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Thus, the bilocal operator Wα′β (x′, x) becomes
Wα′β (x′, x) =
∂xα
′
∂φi
∂φi
∂xβ
. (36)
Being functionally independent, the set of n functions φi(x) can be taken as a system of
local coordinates on the manifold M [16], [18] ([30] for Riemannian manifolds).
Definition 3 (The proper coordinates) A coordinate system {φi} defined by n scalar
functions φi = φi(x) in (35) will be called a proper coordinate system.
The usefulness of this definition is motivated by the fact that in a proper coordinate
system the bilocal operator Wα′β (x′, x) takes the simplest possible form
W ij(φ′, φ) ≡ Wα
′
β (x
′, x)|xα=φi = δ
α′
β ≡ δij, (37)
where the bilocal Kronecker symbol δα
′
β is defined as δ
α′
β = δ
α′
i δ
i
β. The definition of the
average (7) acquires a remarkable simple form (closely resembling the space-time averages
of macroscopic electrodynamics (1)) when written using a proper coordinate system
〈p〉ij (φ) =
1
VΣφ
∫
Σφ
pij(φ
′)
√
−g(φ′)dnφ′. (38)
The Theorem of Section 6 has proved the existence of volume-preserving bilocal opera-
tors (31) and (33), and therefore the existence of solutions of (27) for operatorsWα′β of the
form (36) from this theorem. It is useful, however, to prove it here independently due to
the above mentioned importance of the proper system of coordinates for the macroscopic
gravity averaging scheme. The following statement holds in this case [16], [18], [22] ([30]
for Riemannian manifolds).
Proposition 1 (The existence of the proper coordinates) In an arbitrary n-dime-
nsional differentiable metric manifold (M, gαβ) with a volume n-form, there always exist
locally a set of n scalar functionally independent functions φi(x) such that the correspond-
ing coordination bivector (36) satisfies condition (27).
The following result is an obvious consequence of this Proposition.
Corollary 1 (The volume-preserving proper coordinates) Any proper coordinate
system such that the corresponding bivector (36) satisfies condition (27) is a volume-
preserving system of coordinates,(
ln
√
−g(φk)
)
,j
= 0 , or g(φk) = const. (39)
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It should be noted here that all arguments concerning nonorientable manifolds and
global existence given after the Theorem of the existence of volume-preserving bivectors
apply here as well, see Section 6.
For the case of (pseudo)-Riemannian manifolds, this Corollary states that in a proper
coordinate system the Christoffel symbols Γαβα, (which are Γ
α
βα = (ln
√−g),β due to equi-
affinity of Riemannian manifolds) vanish
Γi(φ) ≡ Γjij =
(
ln
√
−g(φk)
)
,j
= 0. (40)
Another useful characterization of the volume-preserving coordinates, in addition to
(39), or (40), can be obtained in terms of the expansion of the vector fields tangent to the
coordinates lines. Defining a vector χ(i) tangent to a coordinate line φ
i as
χ(i) = χ
j
(i)
∂
∂φj
= δj(i)
∂
∂φj
, (41)
it is immediate to find that in the proper coordinate system {φi} the expansion divχ(i) of
the vector field (41 ) is
χj(i):j =
(
ln
√
−g(φk)
)
,i
= 0, (42)
so that the condition of vanishing expansion for the tangent vector fields χ(i) is equivalent
to the definition of volume-preserving coordinates (39).
In addition to very simple and transparent forms of the coordination bivector (36)
and the averages (38), the volume-preserving proper coordinate systems also allow a
remarkably simple expression for the commutation between partial differentiation and
averaging. Indeed, expression (29) becomes in the proper coordinate system
∂
∂φk
〈p〉ij (φ) =
〈
∂
∂φ′k
pij(φ
′)
〉
, (43)
which is exactly the same commutation formula for as in the averaging scheme in Minkowski
manifolds (3).
Let us now study the functional structure of the class of the volume-preserving coordi-
nates to understand how large it is and how much freedom for coordinate transformations
it contains. The following Proposition reveals the structure of the class [22].
Proposition 2 (The freedom of the proper coordinates) The class of volume-pre-
serving coordinate transformations on an arbitrary n-dimensional differentiable metric
manifold (M, gαβ) with a volume n-form, contains (n− 1) arbitrary functions of n argu-
ments and one arbitrary function of (n− 1) arguments.
The set of proper coordinate systems forms quite a big class and this functional freedom
may be used to specify additional properties of the averages (7), or (38), when necessary.
Choosing different proper coordinate systems φi will give different average fields (38)
of a given microscopic tensor field pαβ(x). In general, the averages 〈p〉ij (φ) and pij(φ˜) calcu-
lated in the proper coordinate systems φi and φ˜i are not related by a tensorial law under
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the transformation φ˜i = φ˜i(φj), nor are the operators W ij(φ′, φ) and W ij(φ˜′, φ˜) related by
a tensorial transformation with each of them being δij (37) in its own proper coordinates
system. It should be noted here that averages (7), and (38), are obviously tensorial with
respect to coordinate transformations (as follows directly from its definition). The reason
for the “non-tensorial” properties between the proper coordinates is due to the structure
(31), or (36), of the bilocal operatorWα′β (x′, x) itself, which involves a functional freedom
in changing the functions fαi (x), or φ
i(x). This “non-tensorial” property is very natural,
indeed, for it states the exceptional character of the proper coordinate systems for ob-
taining the simplest and most transparent form of the averages and the averaging and
coordination operators. It closely resembles, on the other hand, the definition of averages
in macroscopic electrodynamics as it was noted above, and the exceptional character of
Cartesian coordinates used in that averaging procedure. The class of the proper coordi-
nate systems on an arbitrary differentiable metric manifold is a natural counterpart of
the Cartesian coordinate system on a Minkowski manifold. The property they share in
common is that both are volume-preserving.
There is, however, a special subclass within the class of volume-preserving coordinate
transformations described in the Proposition about fhe freedom of the proper coordinates
which keeps the bilocal operator (37) and the averages (38) covariant [22].
Proposition 3 (The covariance of the averages in the proper coordinates. ) The
class of transformations φi → φ˜i which keeps the bivector Wα′β and the averages (7) co-
variant within the class of proper system of coordinates is
φ˜i = Λijφ
j + ai (44)
where Λij and a
i are constant.
Due to this Proposition, if the manifold (M, gαβ) is chosen to be a (pseudo)-Riemannian
space-time, the averages (38) defined in proper coordinates are Lorentz tensors exactly
like the averages in Minkowski space-time (see Section 2).
8 The Parallel Transportation Bilocal Operator
Let us consider a pseudo-Riemannian space-time manifold (M, gαβ) of general relativity
and the bilocal parallel transportation bivector gα
′
β (x
′, x) [35],
gα
′
β (x
′, x) = tα
′
i (x
′)t−1iβ (x), (45)
which is defined for all pairs of points (x′, x) on a unique geodesic by means of the parallel-
transported tetrad tαi (x). Since the parallel transport is the fundamental operation of the
pseudo-Riemannian space-time for comparison of tensors in different points it is important
to understand if one can use this bilocal operator as the averaging operator, Aα′β (x′, x) =
gα
′
β (x
′, x), satisfying the properties (11) and (12) to define the space-time average value
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(7). Upon adopting the condition (28) to have the same bilocal operator for the space-time
averaging operator Aα′β (x′, x) and the coordination bivector Wα
′
β ,
Aα′β =Wα
′
β = g
α′
β , (46)
one must check if the differential conditions (25) and (27) are satisfied for (46) to ensure
the locality of the space-time averages (26) and the simple formula for commutation for
operations of the averaging and the partial derivative (29).
The space-time averaging procedure of the macroscopic gravity based on the Lie-
dragging of tensors by means of the space-time averaging operator Aα′β (x′, x) and the
coordination bivector Wα′β (11), (12) and (28) has been shown [11], [16], [18], [22], see
Sections 3-7, to satisfy the properties (27 ), (31)-(33). Then the space-time averages are
local single-valued functions of the supporting point (26) and the commutation formula
(29) holds. In case of the definition of the space-time average (7) by means of averaging
operator Aα′β (x′, x) = gα′β (x′, x) (46) the properties of the averages may be affected by the
special structure of the operators Aα′β = gα
′
β and Wα
′
β = g
α′
β which can be more restrictive
as compared with the space-time averaging and the coordination bivectors based on the
concept of Lie-dragging.
The space-time average value (7) using the parallel transportation bivector averaging
operator gα
′
β (x
′, x) (45) can written as7
〈p〉αβ (x) =
1
VΣ
tαi (x)t
−1j
β (x)
∫
Σ
pij(x
′)
√
−g′dnx′ ≡ tαi (x)t−1jβ (x)〈pij〉(x), (47)
with the bilocal extension pαβ(x, x
′) (9) in the integrand of (7) defined now as
pαβ(x, x
′) = gαµ′(x, x
′)pµ
′
ν′ (x
′)gν
′
β (x
′, x) = tαi (x)t
−1j
β (x)p
i
j(x
′), (48)
where pij(x
′) = t−1iµ′ (x
′)pµ
′
ν′ (x
′)tν
′
j (x
′) are the tetrad components of the tensor pαβ(x). By
choosing a tetrad tαi (x) at a supporting point x ∈ Σ to which the average value will be
prescribed, the tetrad is parallel-transported at each other points x′ ∈ Σ along a geodesic
connecting x and x′,
tαi (x);βu
β = 0, (49)
where uα is the tangent vector to a geodesic and semicolon is the covariant derivative with
respect to the Levi-Civita connection corresponding the Riemannian metric tensor gαβ(x),
to construct a field of the parallel-transported tetrad in Σ. The space-time average (47) is
calculated by means of the parallel transportation of the tensor pαβ(x) along the geodesics
from each point of x′ ∈ Σ to the supporting point x ∈ Σ. It is easy to prove that the
averaged value is tetrad-independent.
7This averaging procedure is close in its construction and geometric meaning to the the Brill-Hartle
averaging scheme [14], [36], [37] for high-frequency approximation in general relativity. However, the Brill-
Hartle procedure is designed for the space-time averaging of the weak gravitational fields with respect to
the backgorund space-time metric.
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Proposition 4 (The tetrad-independence of the space-time averages) The space-
time average value 〈p〉αβ (x) (47) is invariant under the Lorentz group.
The proof is straightforward by making a Lorentz transformation t˜αi (x) = Λ
j
i t
α
j (x) and
observing that the transformation matrix Λji is constant along a geodesic due to (49),
Λji,βu
β = 0, which means that t˜αi (x)t˜
−1j
β (x)〈p˜ij〉(x) = tαi (x)t−1jβ (x)〈pij〉(x).
The space-time averaging operator gα
′
β (x
′, x) has the properties (11) and (12) which
follow from its definition (45).
Proposition 5 The space-time averaging operator Aα′β (x′, x) satisfies the Properties (11)
and (12): the coincidence limit of gαβ′ is
lim
x′→x
gαβ′(x, x
′) = δαβ , (50)
and it is idempotent
gαβ′(x, x
′)gβ
′
γ′′(x
′, x′′) = gαγ′′(x, x
′′). (51)
Therefore the Theorem about the factorization of the averaging operator, see Section
4, is also satisfied. The averaging scheme is covariant and linear (10).
There is the following important lemma.
Lemma 1 (The space-time averages of covariantly-constant tensors) For two
tensor fields pαβ(x) and q
α
β (x) defined on U ⊂ M the space-time average (47) of their
product
〈
pαβq
γ
δ
〉
(x) has the form〈
pαβq
γ
δ
〉
(x) = 〈p〉αβ (x)qγδ (x) (52)
if and only if the tensor field qαβ (x) is covariantly constant on U ⊂M,
qαβ;γ = 0. (53)
The proof of sufficiency is made by observation that the tetrad component qij(x) in
the average value are constant along the geodesics, qij,βu
β = 0. The necessity follows from
analysis of (53) with taking into account that the averaging region Σ is arbitrary.
An important consequence of the Lemma is that the space-time average of a covariant
constant tensor qαβ (x) (53) is equal to the tensor itself,
〈q〉αβ (x) = qαβ (x). (54)
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9 The Uniqueness of the Space-time Average Value
In definition of the space-time average value (47) by the parallel transportation bivector
averaging operator gα
′
β (x
′, x) (45) it has been assumed that the supporting point x ∈ Σ is
connected by only one geodesic with each point x′ ∈ Σ of the averaging region Σ ⊂ M.
However, in the (pseudo)-Riemannian manifolds some geodesics starting at a point may
intersect in some other points of the manifold. Such points are called conjugate [38]. Such
situations usually occur in the presence of matter, since the matter distributions satisfying
the energy conditions due to the Einstein equations tend to focus the timelike and null
geodesics [38]. Possible occurrence of the points x′ ∈ Σ conjugate to the supporting point
x of an averaging region Σ ⊂ M raises the question about the uniqueness of space-time
average values (47). It should be pointed out here that according to the Whitehead
theorem [39] for the Ck+2 (pseudo)-Riemannian manifold (M, gαβ), k > 1, each point
p has a normal convex neighborhood Np every pair of points of which is connected by
only one geodesic belonging to the neighborhood Np. However, a choice Σ = Np would
significantly restrict the applicability of the space-time average procedure (47) in the
situation of interest in physically realistic settings.
The following theorem regarding the uniqueness of the space-time averages (47) takes
place [40].
Theorem 5 (The uniqueness of the space-time averages) Let a Ck tensor field
pαβ(x), k > 1, x ∈ M, is given on a region U ⊂ M of a (pseudo)-Riemannian mani-
fold (M, gαβ). Then for an arbitrary region Σ ⊂ U the space-time average value 〈p〉αβ (x)
(47) at the supporting point x ∈ Σ is uniquely determined.
Proof is as follows. If there are no conjugate points x′ in the region Σ for the supporting
point x ∈ Σ, the average value is uniquely determined since there is only one geodesic
connecting x with each point x′ ∈ Σ. Let us assume now that there are some points x′ ∈ Σ
conjugate to x ∈ Σ. It is known that the points x′ ∈ Σ of intersection of geodesics can
only form a subspace of the dimension 0 6 m 6 n−1, where n = dimM [41]. Consider a
geodesic between the supporting point x and a point x′ and introduce the world function
of Synge [35]
σ(x, x′) =
τ ′ − τ
2
x′∫
x
gαβu
αuβdτ, σ(x, x′) = σ(x′, x), (55)
where τ ′ and τ are values of the geodesic parameter at points x′ and x, correspondingly.
The biscalar of the world function σ(x, x′) satisfy the fundamental equations following
from the Hamilton-Jacobi equations of the action S = 2σ(x, x′)/(τ ′ − τ) for each point,
1
2
σασ
α = σ,
1
2
σα′σ
α′ = σ, (56)
where σα = ∂σ/∂x
α and σα′ = ∂σ/∂x
α′ are the vectors tangent to the geodesic at point x
and x′ having the length equal to the parametric distance between x′ and x in accordance
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with (56). Let us consider now a geodesic from x to a point x′′ close to x′, δx′ = x′′ − x′.
The change of the coordinates δx′ due to a variation of σα is determined by δσα = σα,µ′δx
µ′ .
This equation is invertible, δxµ
′
= σ−1µ
′αδσα , due to det(σα,µ′) 6= 0, since σα,µ′ → gαµ as
x′ → x [35] . If x′ is a conjugate point to x then δxµ′ = 0 and the following system of the
linear homogeneous algebraic equations σ−1µ
′αδσα = 0 has a nontrivial solution if
det(σ−1µ
′α) = 0. (57)
Therefore, with a fixed supporting point x ∈ Σ the points x′ ∈ Σ where the geodesics are
intersecting occupy at most a hypersurface (57). The proof is essentially local since the
variation equation δσα = σα,µ′δx
µ′ is defined only in a neighborhood of x′ and x, but it
suffices the goal of the theorem because the averaging procedure (7) and (47) is local as
well.
It follows from theorem that if there are conjugate points in the averaging region Σ ⊂
M they form a 3-dimensional subspace of measure zero at the 4-dimensional averaging
integral (47), which ensures the uniqueness of the space-time averages.
Thus, the algebra of the space-time average value (47) using the parallel transportation
averaging bivector operator gα
′
β (x
′, x) (45) is very similar to the algebra of the space-time
averaging procedure of macroscopic gravity, see Sections 3 and 4, with an additional
Lemma, see Section 8, following from the properties of the averaging operator gα
′
β (x
′, x).
10 The Differential Properties of the Space-time Av-
erages
The differential properties of the space-time average value (47) using the parallel trans-
portation averaging bivector operator gα
′
β (x
′, x) are not simple as compared with the
space-time averaging procedure of macroscopic gravity, see Sections 5 and 6.
As a consequence of the definitions (19) and (20) with (45), (46) and (47) one can
obtain the following formula for the commutation of the covariant differentiation and the
space-time averaging [31]:
〈p〉αβ;λ = 〈gαµ′pµ
′
ν′;ǫ′g
ν′
β g
ǫ′
λ 〉+ 〈pαβgǫ
′
λ;ǫ′〉 − 〈p〉αβ 〈gǫ
′
λ;ǫ′〉 − 〈Gασλpσβ〉+ 〈pασGσβλ〉. (58)
Here Gασλ are the structural functions,
Gαβγ = gαǫ′Gǫ
′
βγ = g
α
ǫ′(g
ǫ′
β;γ + g
ǫ′
β;σ′g
σ′
γ ), (59)
and gǫ
′
λ;ǫ′ is the divergence of the parallel transportation bivector, g
ǫ′
λ;ǫ′ = g
ǫ′
λ,ǫ′+Γǫ′g
ǫ′
λ , Γǫ′ =
Γα
′
ǫ′α′ = (ln
√−g),ǫ′ where Γαβγ are the Levi-Civita connection coefficients Γαβγ . Despite its
complicated form the commutation formula (58) has a very transparent meaning: the
first term in the right-hand side is the average value of the derivative of the covariant
derivative pαβ;γ, the last two terms are due to the nontrivial structural functions for the
averaging operator gα
′
β , while the second and third terms are present because of the parallel
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transportation bivector is not defined in general along a volume-preserving congruence
of geodesics. The formula for the commutation of the partial differentiation and the
averaging can be easily written on the basis of the commutation formula (58 ) by changing
the covariant derivative at the supporting point x by the partial derivative.
The general form of the structural functions is given by
Gα′βγ =
τ ′∫
τ0
dτgµ
′′
β r
ǫ′′
µ′′ν′′ρ′′g
α′
ǫ′′u
ν′′
(
X ρ′′γ + Yρ′′σ′gσ′γ
)
(60)
where rαβγδ(x) is the Riemann curvature tensor [42] and X ρ′′γ and Yρ′′σ′ are the trilo-
cal functions of solutions to the Jacobi equation. They do not vanish in the pseudo-
Riemannian space-time manifold and can be expressed in terms of the Riemann curva-
ture tensor . The operations of the covariant (partial) differentiation and the space-time
averaging do not commute even if one requires the coordination parallel transportation
bivector gα
′
β to be volume-preserving,
gǫλ;ǫ = 0, g
ǫ′
λ;ǫ′ = 0, (61)
due to the nonvanishing of the terms involving the structural functions Gασλ in (58). To
guarantee the locality (26) of the space-time averages, see Section 5, one needs to satisfy
the existence Theorems of Sections 6 to require
gα
′
[β,γ] + g
α′
[β,δ′g
δ′
γ] = 0, (62)
for the parallel transportation bivector gα
′
β (45) such that the parallel-transported tetrad
tαi (x)∂α = ti has the commutation relations
[ti, tj] = C
k
ijtk (63)
with the constant structure functions (anholonomicity coefficients) Ckij,
Ckij = const. (64)
If the conditions (62)-(64) are satisfied, the space-time average (47) is a single-valued
local function of the supporting point x. With the operator being volume-preserving (61),
the average tensor field does not depend explicitly on the value of the region’s volume VΣ,
and VΣ itself is a free parameter of the averages.
The requirement for the averaging operator gα
′
β (x
′, x) to be volume-preserving (61)
leads [26] to the class of D’Atri spaces (see, for example, [43] for definitions and relevant
results), which is a special class of the (pseudo)-Riemannian spaces with particular re-
strictions of their curvature. The locality conditions (62)-(64) put additional conditions
on the structure of geodesics and the curvature tensor.
In should be pointed here that the volume-preserving bases fαi (x)∂α = fi (25), (26) and
(27) with the constant anholonomicity coefficients defining the averaging and coordination
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operators Aα′β (x′, x) and Wα′β (x′, x) (28) for the space-time averaging scheme (7) adopted
in macroscopic gravity, exist always, at least, locally, on any (pseudo)-Riemannian space-
times without any restrictions on the curvature8. This averaging scheme, therefore, in
addition to the possibility to define averaged fields (7) with reasonable algebraic and dif-
ferential properties, is applicable locally, as discussed above, on any space-time manifold.
This is an essential advantage of the scheme, which allows one to consider it, as well as
the results of its application for the space-time averaging of the pseudo-Riemannian ge-
ometry and general relativity, as being generic from both geometrical and physical points
of view9.
The space-time averaging scheme being considered here is essentially of local character
in the sense that the average values are defined by (7) and (47) over local regions Σ of a
microscopic manifoldM, and thereby the average fields are defined locally on U with the
topological and differentiable structure ofM remaining unchanged. Such local character
of the macroscopic picture is dictated, first of all, from the physical point of view, by our
experience and observations which show that physical quantities are represented by local
functions determined by means of measurements which are themselves fundamentally of
local character (i.e., a measurement of a physical quantity is carried out always during a
finite time period over a finite space region, to be small compared with the characteristic
extension of the system under interest and its time of existence). Thus, from the mathe-
matical point of view, to describe such objects adequately, it is sufficient to formulate a
calculus of the averages on a differentiable manifold. If such a calculus is formulated, a
definition of an average field globally can be done in the same way as one constructs a
global field on a manifold if it possesses a nontrivial topology.
11 The Non-Riemannian Geometry of the Averaged
Space-time
Due to the properties of the space-time average value (47) using the parallel transporta-
tion averaging bivector operator gα
′
β (x
′, x), see Sections 8-10 there are two fundamental
theorems following from the Lemma of Section 8.
Theorem 6 (The averaged metric tensor) The space-time average (47) of the met-
ric tensor gαβ(x) of the pseudo-Riemannian geometry of general relativity is equal to the
8It follows from the well-known fact that on any (pseudo)-Riemannian space there always exists a
coordinate system in which the connection coefficients γαβδ have γ
α
βα = 0, or, what is the same, det(gαβ) =
const.
9This analysis gives an indication, in our opinion, that using such bivectors as, for instance, the parallel
transportation bivector, for the averaging of general relativity implies another set of basic assumptions
about the nature of averaged gravity and the character of space-time measurements [26]. It also may
be related to a quantum regime of gravitation as a physical setting where such averaging operators are
more adequate (see, for example, [13]). For formulation of a classical macroscopic theory of gravity, the
proposed space-time averaging procedure based on a Lie-dragging model of space-time measurements is
relevant and it is a simplest generalization of the flat space-time procedure adopted in hydrodynamics
and macroscopic electrodynamics.
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metric tensor itself,
gαβ;γ = 0 → 〈gαβ〉 (x) = gαβ(x). (65)
Theorem 7 (Averaging out the symmetric space-times) The space-time average
(47) of the symmetric space-times of the pseudo-Riemannian geometry of general rela-
tivity leave them unchanged ,
rαβγδ;ǫ = 0 → 〈rαβγδ〉 (x) = rαβγδ(x). (66)
The theorem establishing the algebraic properties of the averaged Riemann curvature
tensor, 〈rαβγδ〉 (x) = Rαβγδ(x), from the algebraic properties of the Riemann curvature
tensor of the pseudo-Riemannian geometry [42] of general relativity
rαβ(γδ) = 0, r
α
[βγδ] = 0, gαǫr
ǫ
βγδ + gβǫr
ǫ
αγδ = r(αβ)γδ = 0, (67)
where the round and square brackets stand for the index symmetrization and antisym-
metrization, correspondingly, can be also proved in the basis of the algebra of the space-
time averages.
Theorem 8 (Algebraic properties of the averaged curvature tensor) There are
the following algebraic identities on the averaged Riemann curvature tensor, 〈rαβγδ〉 (x) =
Rαβγδ(x),
Rαβ(γδ) = 0, R
α
[βγδ] = 0, gαǫR
ǫ
βγδ + gβǫR
ǫ
αγδ = 0. (68)
Corollary 2 (The averaged Ricci tensor is symmetric) The averaged Ricci tensor
Rαβ = R
ǫ
αβǫ is symmetric,
Rαβ = Rβα. (69)
The obtained results allow one to establish the formal structure of the space-time
averging out of the Einstein equations
rαβ − 1
2
gαβg
µνrµν = −8πkt(micro)αβ (70)
where rαβ = r
ǫ
αβǫ is the Ricci tensor and t
(micro)
αβ is the energy-momentum tensor of a
microscopic point-like distribution.
Theorem 9 (The averaged Einstein equations) The space-time averaging out of the
Einstein equations (70 ) by means of (47), (52) and (65) gives
Rαβ − 1
2
gαβg
µνRµν = −8πk
〈
t
(micro)
αβ
〉
. (71)
There is a corollary for the space-time averaging out of the vacuum space-times,
rαβ = 0. (72)
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Corollary 3 (Averaged vacuum Einstein equations) The space-time averaging out
of the vacuum Einstein equations (72) by means of (47) gives the macrovacuum equations
Rαβ = 0. (73)
Now one can formulate the theorem regarding the space-time averaging out of the
vacuum space-times (72) which states that the geometry of the averaged space-time is
non-Riemannian in general [31].
Theorem 10 (The non-Riemannian averaged vacuum space-times) The macro-
vacuum space-time (73) with the Riemann curvature tensor Rαβγδ (68) of the Riemannian
metric tensor Gαβ is pseudo-Riemannian if and only if R
α
βγδ = 0 or R
α
βγδ = r
α
βγδ.
The theorem is proved by the simultaneous analysis of the algebraic properties (68)
of the averaged tensor Rαβγδ which is assumed by the conditions of the Theorem to be
the Riemann curvature tensor of the Riemannian metric tensor Gαβ , and the algebraic
properties of the curvature tensor Rαβγδ. The identities following from the covariant
constancy of the metric tensor Gαβ ,
GαǫR
ǫ
βγδ +GβǫR
ǫ
αγδ = R(αβ)γδ = 0, (74)
are analyzed by means of considering all possible Segre algebraic types of the second rank
symmetric tensor gαβ which is not equal to Gαβ in general, gαβ 6= Gαβ .
This result is very important for understanding the structure of the averaged gravi-
tation, since it shows that the pseudo-Riemannian geometry of general relativity is not
preserved under the space-time averaging (47) of the space-time manifolds.
12 Conclusions
(1) The covariant space-time averaging procedure for objects (tensors, geometric objects,
etc.) in the framework of macroscopic gravity [11], [16], [18] is a natural generalization of
the space-time averaging procedure of the classical Maxwell macroscopic electrodynam-
ics. It gives a covariant formulation of the conditions on the averages, which provide
them with natural algebraic and analytical properties. A wide class of averaging and
coordination bilocal operators satisfying all the properties exit locally on an arbitrary
n-dimensional differentiable manifold with a volume n-form, including metric and affine
connection manifolds and, in particular, (pseudo)-Riemannian spaces. The class of proper
coordinate systems, analogous to the Cartesian coordinate system of the Minkowski space-
time and generalizing them, gives the simplest and most transparent form of the averages.
The averaging procedure as it is formulated allows a large functional freedom which is
incorporated in an elegant way and can be used to arrange additional specific conditions
for the averages.
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(2) The covariant averaging procedure by means of using the parallel transportation
averaging bivector operator is another generalization of the space-time averaging proce-
dure of the classical Maxwell macroscopic electrodynamics. This averaging scheme is much
more restrictive than the procedure of macroscopic gravity. In general, such space-time
average values do not satisfy the locality conditions, they depend on the averaging volume
explicitly and the operations of averaging and taking the covariant (partial) derivatives do
not commute. To ensure some of these properties one needs to put strong restrictions on
the Riemann curvature tensor of the pseudo-Riemannian space-time manifolds. On the
contrary, the averaging scheme of macroscopic gravity makes it possible to define the av-
eraged fields on any space-time manifold such that they are local single-valued functions,
depend on the averaging volume value as a parameter and the operations of averaging
and taking the covariant (partial) derivatives do commute. This is an essential advantage
of the scheme, which allows one to consider it, as well as the results of its application for
the space-time averaging of the pseudo-Riemannian geometry and general relativity, as
being generic from both geometrical and physical points of view.
(3) The covariant space-time averaging of macroscopic gravity has been shown to lead
to the non-Riemannian averaged space-time geometry [11], [16], [18]. The covariant space-
time averaging procedure using the parallel transportation averaging bivector operator
also leads to the non-Riemannian averaged space-time geometry. This result is of very
significant value since it shows that even having generically different analytic and algebraic
properties, both procedures, however, do not preserve the pseudo-Riemannian geometry
of general relativity under the space-time averaging of space-time manifolds.
These results urge the necessity to understand the geometrical and physical foun-
dations of these space-time averaging schemes. The following issues are of particular
importance here:
• to understand the geometric meaning of these space-time averaging procedures for
the pseudo-Riemannian space-time manifolds,
• to make further comparison of both procedures to find out the similarities and
differences between them and the consequences of their application for averaging out of
the pseudo-Riemannian space-time manifolds,
• to find out and describe the classes of the pseudo-Riemannian space-time manifolds
which allow one to ensure the proper differential properties for the space-time averages
defined by the parallel transportation averaging bivector operator,
• to formulate the corresponding models of the space-time measurements based on the
space-time averaging procedures of macroscopic gravity and the parallel transportation
averaging bivector operator,
• to understand finally the physical consequences of using both averaging schemes for
the construction of a realistic cosmological model which is inhomogeneous on local scales
of matter structures and homogeneous and isotropic on the largest cosmological scales.
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